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By ExtremeTech Personal on November 30, 2001 at 10:07 AM This site can earn affiliate commissions from links on this page. Conditions of use. This reference for Linux relational databases begins by defining the different types of databases available for Linux. It then provides information about SQL
and xBase databases, including unique features, performance comparisons, and development tutorials; reviews of branded products and a description of associated development costs; a look at the development of SQL and administrative tools; and a quick look at other RDBMS products. Review and
compare the best free and licensed database management software systems: A database is a collection of information that is organized in tables and stored on a computer system. This information may be updated or modified as necessary. We can also say it's like a room in an office that has files in it. If
we don't have a defined process, we won't know how to get this data out of the room. Similarly, a database management system (DBMS) is software for creating and managing database data. DBMS provides users and programmers with a defined process for retrieving, managing, updating, and creating
data. Database management software also keeps data secure and secure. These tools help to reduce data redundancy and maintain data efficiency. Some of them are open-source, and some are commercial with specific features. Based on usage and requirement we can choose a software tool that
needs the desired features and output.=&gt; Contact us to suggest a listing here. The list of the top database Management SoftwareGiven below is the list of the most popular database management systems-SolarWinds Database Performance Analysis Oracle RDBMSIBM DB2AltibaseMicrosoft SQL
ServerSAP Sybase ASETeradataADABASMySQLFileMakerMicrosoft AccessInfor mixSQLitePostgresSQL AmazonRDSMongoDBRedisCouchDBNeo4jOrientDBCouchbaseToadphpMyAdminSQL DeveloperSeqel PRORobomongoDbVisualizerHadoop HDFSClouderaMariaDBInformix Dynamic Server4D
(4th Dimension)Here we go. The list includes some of the best free database management software.#1) SolarWinds Database Performance AnalyzerSolarWinds Database Performance Analyzer is the database management software that can perform SQL query performance monitoring, analysis and
tuning. It supports adjusting and optimizing database performance on multiple platforms. Few features of SolarWinds are following: SolarWinds Database Performance Analyzer has the features of Machine Learning, Cross-Platform Database Support, Expert Tuning Advisors, Cloud Database Support,
and Automation of API Management, etc. Costs: Price for starts at $2,107 and offers a fully functional trial free trial for 14 days.=&gt; Download SolarWinds Database Performance Analyzer For Free #2) Oracle RDBMSOracle database is the most used object-relational software management database.
The latest version of this tool is 12c where c means cloud computing. It supports multiple Windows, UNIX, UNIX, Linux versions. Few features of Oracle RDBMS are following:It's secure, takes up less space, supports large databases, and reduces processor time for data processing. Cost: It's a
commercial tool. Website: Oracle RDBMS #3) IBM DB2Latest version 11.1. Developed in 1983. The language used is Assembly Language, C, C++ for writing it. Supports multiple versions of Windows, UNIX, and Linux. Few features of IBM DB2 are following:It's very easy to install and configure and the
data is easily accessible, we can save the huge amount of data almost up to bytes for your pet. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Website: IBM DB2 #4) AltibaseAltibase is an enterprise-level, high-performance and relational open-source database. Altibase has over 650 enterprise customers, including 8
Fortune Global 500 companies, and has been implemented over 6,000 cases of critical use in various industries. Its main features include: Altibase is a HIBRID DBMS. A single database that provides high-intensity data processing through a portion of memory database and a large storage capacity
through a portion of the disk database. Altibase is among a very small subset of relational DBMs that currently offer scaling technology, shards, etc. Costs: Altibase is an open-source DBMS that includes its sanding = &gt; See more details and Download Altibase Database #5) Microsoft SQL
ServerDeveloped in 1989. The latest updated version came in 2016. The language used is Assembly C, Linux, C++ for writing it. Works on Linux and Windows operating systems. Few features of the MS SQL server include:Oracle-compatible ensures efficient workload management and allows multiple
users to use the same database. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: Microsoft SQL server #6) SAP Sybase ASEASE stands for Adaptive Server Enterprise. The latest version is 15.7. It started in the mid-1980s. Few features of ASE are:You can make millions of transactions in a minute, using cloud
computing even mobile devices can be synchronized with the database. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: SAP Sybase ASE #7) TeradataStarted in 1979Works on Linux and Windows operating systems. Few features of Teradata are: Importing and exporting data is easy, more processing is possible at
the same time, data can be easily distributed, useful for very large databases. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: Teradata #8) ADABASADABAS stands for Adaptable Database System.Lands on Windows and Unix, Linux operating systems. Few features of this tool are: Data processing speed is fast,
regardless of load, the output of any transaction is reliable, is quite flexible and keeps up with changing requirements. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: ADABAS #9) MySQLLatest version 8. The language used is C and C++. Works on Linux and Windows.Few features of this tool are: high-speed data
processing, the use of triggers increases productivity, with rollback and commit helps to recover data if necessary. Costs: It's an ad MySQL #10) FileMakerThe latest stable version is 15.0.3.Works on Mac, Unix, Linux, Windows operating systems. Few features of Filemaker are: It can be connected
between platforms would be connections to SQL are possible, information exchange is easier because of the cloud. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: Filemaker #11) Microsoft AccessLatest Stable Version 16.0.4229.1024.Works on Microsoft Windows.Few features of this tool are:It is an affordable
database management system used mostly by e-commerce sites. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: Microsoft Access #12) InformixLatest stable version 12.10.xC7. Encoded in assembly, C, C++. Few features of this tool are: Hardware uses less space, data is available at any time and does not require
maintenance time. It is developed by IBM. Costs: It is a licensed tool and the cost of each license is accessible. Site: Informix #13) SQLiteIt is used as a database system for mobile phones. It is encoded in the language C. It can work on Linux, Windows and Mac operating systems. Few features of this
tool are: It does not require much space, therefore it can be used for storing small and medium sized sites. It's fast and doesn't need to set up. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: SQLite #14) PostgreSQLIt's an advanced database. The current version is 9.6.2.It can be used in Linux and Windows
operating systems. Few features of this DBMS are:It is an object-relational database. The data remains secure. Retrieving data is faster. Sharing data through dashboards is faster. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: PostgreSQL #15) Amazon RDSIt is also called Amazon Relational Database
Service.Few features of this system are: Setting up and running is very easy and the database is very secure. Backing up the database is an embedded feature. Data recovery is also a built-in feature managed inside. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: Amazon RDS #16) MongoDBFew features of
MongoDB are:It can process a large amount of data simultaneously and use internal memory so that the data is easily accessible, the use of very complex associations is not supported, scaling is easily possible. Queries can be easily optimized for output. Costs: It's an open-sourceWebsite tool: Mongo
DB #17) RedisThe latest stable version is 3.2.8.It can work on Windows and Linux operating systems. It is encoded in the language ANSI C. Few features of Redis are: Database speed is very good, data types would be hashs and strings are also supported and queries is great. Costs: It is an open-
source tool that is licensed bdsm. Site: Redis #18) CouchDBLatest stable release2.0.0. Written in Erlang Language.Works on Windows and Linux operating systems. Few features of this tool are: Secure system network, efficient error handling, output is reliable and fast. Costs: It's an open-source tool.
Site: Couch DB #19) Neo4jThe latest stable version is 3.1.0. It is encoded in JavaIt can be used on Windows and Linux/Unix operating systems. A few features of this tool are: It has a great great server, this database stores data as graphics. It is also called a graphical database management system.
Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: Neo4j #20) OrientDBThe latest stable version is 2.2.17. It is encoded in JavaIt can be used on Windows and Linux platforms. Few features of this DBMS are: It's a graphical database. It is widely used in the big data market and real-time web-based. Costs: It's an
open-source tool. Site: OrientDB #21) CouchbaseThe latest stable version is 4.5 and is encoded in C, C++ /Eriang. It's an open-source tool. It can work on Windows and Linux operating systems. Few features of this tool are: latency and flow are good for medium-sized tasks. Data corruption verification
system. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: Couchbase #22) ToadFew features of Toad DBMS are: Easy to use, faster to install, highly efficient output and data can be exported in multiple formats, less time needed for its management, it can export a large amount of data in different formats. Costs: It's a
commercial tool. Site: Toad #23) phpMyAdminThe latest stable version is 4.6.6. It is encoded in PHP, Javascript, and XHTML. It can work on Windows and Linux operating systems. Few features of this tool are: The interface is easy to use, data can be exported to CSV, SQL, XML files, and can be
imported from CSV and SQL file formats. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: phpMyAdmin #24) SQL DeveloperThe latest stable version is 4.1.5.21.78. It is encoded in Java.It can work on Windows and Linux operating systems. Some features of this DBMS are:The lower run time required for queries.
Queries can be run and generated in multiple formats, such as HTML, PDF, XML, and Excel.Costs: It is an open-source tool. Site: SQL Developer #25) Sequel PROFew features of this tool are: Used for Mac databases. It is easy to use and works with my SQL databases. Connectivity is simple and
flexible. Installation is easy and fast. It does good work for web applications using it and the output is fast. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: Sequel PRO #26) RobomongoIt can be used on Windows and Linux platforms. Free and open-source tool. Few features of Robomongo are: The tool is robust
and can be used for a large amount of load. Error handling is better, more stable as a tool and has many future features. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: Robomongo #27) DbVisualizezerFew features of this tool are: The user interface is friendly, and installation is easy. It has the facility to export data
in CSV format. The user can scroll down to see the output if it has a large number of rows retrieved. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: DBVisualizer #28) Hadoop HDFSFew features of Hadoop HDFS are: It provides large data storage and uses many machines for storing data, therefore the data is easy
to access. Data loss is prevented by redundant data storage. Data authentication is also available. Parallel data processing is possible. Costs: It's a Tool. Site: Hadoop HDFS #29) ClouderaFew features of Cloudera are: High speed data processing makes it an attractive option for large businesses.
Greater efficiency for a large amount of data provides a high level of security, this tool improves performance. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: Cloudera #30) MariaDBWorks on Mac/Unix/Linux/Windows Operating SystemsFew features of this tool are: It has higher uptime or availability and is highly
scalable, has multicore support, uses multiple threads, supports Internet Protocol. It provides access to the database in real time. Costs: It's an open-source tool. Site: MariaDB #31) Informix Dynamic ServersWorks on Mac / UnixLinuxx / Windows Operating Systems. Few features of this DBMS are: It is
very available and scalable, has multicore support, uses multiple threads, supports Internet Protocol. It provides parallel data processing. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Website: Informix Dynamic Server#32) 4D (4th Dimension)Works on Windows and Mac operating systems. Few features of 4D are: It has
the facility to import and export data. There is a script troubleshooter, supports XML format, has drag and drop facility. Costs: It's a commercial tool. Site: 4D (4th Size)ConclusionIn a short time, we can say all the database management systems mentioned above have their advantages and
disadvantages, some might be useful while others might not be that suitable on your requirements. Today's time is the time when an enormous amount of data needs to be stored, updated and created daily. Demand for Database Management Tools is growing exponentially, and competition is also high.
With each tool that tries to be better in terms of features compared to the others, you can select a DBMS on your requirement from the list above.=&gt; Contact us to suggest a listing here. Here.
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